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1919

The KitchenAid mixer is officially

1955

America fell in love with the K - model that

2009
2013

KitchenAid celebrates its 90th anniversary and a

The KitchenAid Pro Line range is strengthened : new items

products in different categories

KitchenAid continues to introduce innovative award winning

include toasters, a kettle, hand blenders and food processor.

special edition, in Candy Apple, is released.

spectrum of eight bold new colours.

1994

KitchenAid appliances are released in a

was produced in an exciting range of colours.

home mixer, to reach almost all USA households.

1923

KitchenAid runs a national advertising campaign for the

launched and is a market sensation.

invents the first commercial mixer.

1908

Herbert Johnston, an engineer based in Ohio (USA),

Style icon for almost a century
With professionalism and style as its watchwords for
more than 95 years, KitchenAid remains unmatched
when it comes to quality and performance.

2015
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For the making since 1919...
Premium Performance. Exceptional Results. Legendary KitchenAid Quality

The idea of our flagship product – the stand mixer was formulated by Herbert Johnson, an engineer
working at the Hobart Corporation. He had been inspired after seeing a baker mix dough, and
thought that there must be a better way of doing the task. Prototype models were given to the
wives of factory executives, and the product was named when one stated ‘‘I don’t care what you call
it, but I know it’s the best kitchen aid I’ve ever had!’’
Since the introduction of its legendary stand mixer in 1919, KitchenAid ® products have delivered
premium standards of quality, long-lasting durability, and precision to the home kitchen. 97 years
later, the KitchenAid brand now offers virtually everything you need for a well-equipped kitchen high-performance appliances, cookware, bakeware, and essential kitchen tools - you’ll find it all
here, performance and perfection in equal measure.
Every KitchenAid is created with the same attention to detail, quality craftsmanship, versatile
technology and timeless design – the reason why KitchenAid was found to be the brand of choice
by the International Association of Culinary Professionals and American Culinary Federation*.
With the good wishes and support of the culinary fraternity, KitchenAid made its way into the Indian
kitchens in September 2013 across major cities and we plan to move ahead with great product
launches for the country’s passionate gourmets.
*Based on a 2014 survey, KitchenAid was found to be the home kitchen appliance brand chosen
most often by members of the International Association of Culinary Professionals.
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Baking
Three kitchen shifts a day. Seven days a week. For nearly a century. Iconic
KitchenAid® Stand Mixers have long been the appliance of choice for
artisanal bakers. Best in class construction delivers extraordinary power,
strength, and capacity. High-performance motors easily knead the stiffest
bread dough. Ten adjustable mixing speeds allow you to whip up meringues
without missing a beat. And with up to 6.9 L capacity, doubling or even
tripling any batch of cookies will never be an issue.
Who hasn’t wished for an extra helping hand during a breakfast or dinner
time rush? The superior versatility of the KitchenAid® Hand Mixer is at the
ready. Powerful, yet nimble, our hand mixers can easily whip up a creamy
filling or sweet icing while your stand mixer has its beater busy. A more
capable sous-chef doesn’t exist anywhere.
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3.3 L ARTISAN MINI TILT - HEAD STAND MIXER 5KSM3311X

Standard Accessories
6-WIRE WHISK
Used for incorporating air into eggs,
egg whites, whipping cream and dips
(such as mayonnaise).

COATED DOUGH HOOK
Used for mixing and kneading
yeast dough, such as bread, pizza
dough and pasta dough.

COATED FLAT BEATER
Used for heavy mixtures, such as
cakes, frostings, cookies and mashed
potatoes.

3.3 L STAINLESS STEEL BOWL
Polished stainless steel bowl.

Technical Specifications
Wattage (Input)

250 W

Voltage

220-240 V

Motor type

Direct Current (DC) 			
with Direct Drive

For decades, the KitchenAid® Artisan® Stand Mixer has been a household staple and culinary icon. It’s empowered
throngs of epicureans and created a cult brand. With the launch of the new Artisan® Mini, there is now a smaller mixer
that takes up less counterspace, is lighter in weight so you can easily move it around your kitchen and has the same iconic
design and power as our other Tilt-Head stand mixers.

Speed Selections

Variable 10 1/2 Speeds

Mixing Action

Planetary

Transmission

Direct Drive

Bowl Size

3.3 L

Soft Start

Yes

Material Body

Full die cast metal

Dimensions Product

31.2 X 19.8 X 31.2 cm (hxwxd)

Dimensions Packaging

38.4 X 40.6 X 26.2 cm (hxwxd)

Net Weight

7.3 Kg

Gross Weight

8.3 Kg

Max. Dough Capacity

680 g of all-purpose flour and		

Features & Benefits
MINI FOOTPRINT. MIGHTY POWER. - Though mini in size, the new Mini Stand Mixer can make up to

8 egg whites (medium)
Minimum Capacity

1 egg

5 dozen cookies in it’s 3.3 L stainless steel bowl. It is 20% smaller and 25% lighter*, making it the ideal
culinary tool for smaller spaces and kitchens.

Colours

VERSATILE KITCHEN COMPANION - For a range of sweet and savory recipes.
10 MIXING SPEEDS - For a slow stir to fast whip.
SOFT START ® - Helps to avoid ingredient splash and flour puff by starting at a lower speed.
MULTIPURPOSE ATTACHMENT HUB - Easy usage with a wide choice of optional attachments.

Hot Sauce

HONEY DEW

MATTE BLACK

GUAVA GLAZE

PREMIUM FINISHES - with chrome-plated knobs, convenient power cord location, elegant
wrap-around trim band.
COLORS YOU”LL CRAVE - From bold to understated, there’s an Artisan ® Mini to match both your kitchen
and your style. Colors include Honey Dew, Hot Sauce, Matte Black.
10

*Compared to full size KitchenAid ® Tilt-Head Stand Mixers.
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4.8 L ARTISAN TILT - HEAD STAND MIXER 5KSM150

Standard Accessories
WIRE WHISK
Used for incorporating air into eggs,
egg whites, whipping cream and dips
(such as mayonnaise).

DOUGH HOOK
Used for mixing and kneading
yeast dough, such as bread, pizza
dough and pasta dough.

FLAT BEATER
Used for heavy mixtures, such as
cakes, frostings, cookies and mashed
potatoes.

4.8 L BOWL
Polished stainless steel bowl with
ergonomic handle.

POURING SHIELD
1 piece, dual - purpose accessory that
helps prevent splashing. The pouring
spout allows you to add ingredients
evenly whilst mixing.

Technical Specifications

Colours

Wattage (Input)

300 W

Motor Type

Alternative Current (AC) 		

ARTISAN SERIES (Single coat of paint)

with Direct Drive

The stamp of a cook’s personality expresses itself in the creation of sensuous culinary experiences, ones that encompass
all the senses, including the eye. KitchenAid considers its mixers as a creative extension of the cook’s hands. The product
is designed to yield results you can be proud of. This Artisan Tilt Head Stand Mixer is all this in an iconic design.
KitchenAid, the best selling mixer brand in the world*

Peak Output Motor

0.3 HP

Voltage

220 - 240 V

Frequency

50 / 60 HZ

RPM (Speed 1-10)

58 to 220

Mixing Action

Planetary

Material Body

Die-cast zinc

Type Speed Control

Hybrid electronic

Dimensions Product

36.2 X 22.2 X 34.3 cm 			

Features & Benefits
Smooth, Rounded Tilt Head Design - Elegant, easy cleaning and usage.
10 Speeds - For a slow stir to fast whip.
Direct Drive - Reliable and long lasting.
Full Metal Construction - Robust, stable and durable.
59 Touch Points Original Planetary Action* - Fast and thorough mixing.
Single Attachment Hub - Easy usage with a wide choice of optional attachments.

(hxwxd)
Dimensions Packaging

42.6 X 28.9 X 41.3 cm 			

WHITE

PINK

YELLOW PEPPER

GREEN APPLE

EMPIRE RED

TANGERINE

ONYX BLACK

almond
cream

ESPRESSO

		
ARTISAN DESIGN SERIES (Double coat of paint
to give it a shinier and glossier look)

(hxwxd)
Net Weight

10.6 Kg

Gross Weight

12.4 Kg

Max. Dough Capacity

1 kg (8 cups) of all purpose flour

TERRACOTTA

CANDY APPLE

RASPBERRY ICE

SUGAR PEARL
SILVER

SEA GLASS

GOLDEN
NECTAR

CAST IRON

Bordeaux

800 g (6 cups) of whole wheat
flour

*During operation, the flat beater moves around the stationary bowl, at the same time turning in the opposite direction on its own axis.
The diagram shows the complete coverage of the bowl made by the path of the beater.

* Source Euromonitor International Limited, retail volume sales in units for 2012.
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4.8 L HEAVY DUTY BOWL-LIFT STAND MIXER 5KPM5-5KPM50

Standard Accessories
WIRE WHISK
Used for incorporating air into eggs,
egg whites, whipping cream and dips
(such as mayonnaise).

DOUGH HOOK
Used for mixing and kneading
yeast dough, such as bread, pizza
dough and pasta dough.

FLAT BEATER
Used for heavy mixtures, such as
cakes, frostings, cookies and mashed
potatoes.

4.8 L BOWL
Polished stainless steel bowl with
ergonomic handle.

POURING SHIELD
1 piece, dual - purpose accessory that
helps prevent splashing. The pouring
spout allows you to add ingredients
evenly whilst mixing.

PLASTIC BOWL COVER
Plastic non sealing bowl cover.
Not dishwasher safe.

Technical Specifications

Colours

Wattage (Input)

315 W

Motor Type

AC (alternating current) with 		

5KPM5 (Includes single bowl)

direct drive
Voltage

220 - 240 V

Frequency

50 / 60 HZ

RPM (Speed 1 – 10)

60 - 265 RPM

Mixing Action

Planetary

The Bowl Lift Stand Mixer is designed for cooking enthusiasts who cook in quantity and want more power in the kitchen.
The commercial style bowl lift is designed to handle heavy mixtures easily. Original planetary mixing action ensures
thorough ingredient incorporation.

Bowl Capacity

4.8 L

Material Body

die - cast zinc

Type Speed Control

Mix (mechanic / electronic)

Features & Benefits

Dimensions Product

41.1 X 33.8 X 26.4 cm (hxwxd)

Net Weight

12 Kg

Bowl Lift design - Allows for easy attachment and removal of bowl and is ideal for use in kitchens

Max. Dough Capacity

1 kg (8 cups) of all purpose flour

with low overhead cupboards.
10 Speeds - For a slow stir to fast whip.

WHITE

EMPIRE RED

5KPM50 (Includes two bowls)

IMPERIAL GREY

WHITE

800 gms (6 cups) of whole wheat
flour

Direct Drive MOTOR - Powerful, reliable, quiet and energy efficient.
Full Metal Construction - Durable, stable and built to last.
67 Touch Points FOR Original Planetary Action* - Delivers thorough ingredient incorporation.
The beater rotates around the bowl, giving incredible bowl coverage for fast and complete mixing.
EMERGENCY STOP SWITCH - For increased safety in a commercial environment. (only on 5KPM50)
Single Attachment Hub - Easy usage with a wide choice of optional attachments.
*During operation, the flat beater moves around the stationary bowl, at the same time turning in the opposite direction on its own axis.
The diagram shows the complete coverage of the bowl made by the path of the beater.
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Heavy Duty 6.9 L Bowl Lift Stand Mixer 5KSM7590

Standard Accessories
11 WIRE ELLIPTIC WHISK
Stainless steel 11-Wire Whisk has an
elliptical-shaped design to maximize
bowl coverage.
Dishwasher-safe.

STAINLESS STEEL FLAT BEATER
Aluminium with non-stick nylon
coating.
Dishwasher-safe.

dough hook
Aluminium with non-stick nylon
coating PowerKnead hook.
Dishwasher-safe.

REMOVABLE POURING SHIELD
1-piece, dual-purpose accessory
that helps prevent splashing.
Is made out of transparent
plastic.
Not dishwasher-safe.

6.9 L BOWL
Brushed stainless steel bowl with a
professional-style handle for easy
storage.
Dishwasher-safe.

Technical Specifications

Colours

Wattage (Input)

500 W

Peak Output Motor

1.3 HP (horsepower)

Motor Type

DC (direct current) with direct drive

Voltage

220 - 240 V

Frequency

50 / 60 Hz

R.P.M. (Speed 1 – 10)

40 - 200 RPM

Mixing Action

Planetary

Bowl Capacity

6.9 L

Material Body

Die - cast zinc

Type Speed Control

Electronic

Smooth rounded bowl-lift professional design - Ideal for heavy loads/use and easy to clean.

Dimensions Product

41.9 × 28.7 × 37.1 cm (hxwxd)

6.9 L stainless steel bowl - Easily handles very large quantities of food.

Net Weight

12.2 Kg

1.3 HP high efficiency motor with direct drive - Quiet and powerful.

Maximum Capacity

All-purpose flour 2.2 kg (16 cups)

The professional 6.9 L Bowl Lift Stand Mixer is one of the most powerful and robust KitchenAid® Stand Mixer in its class.
Its high-efficiency motor, combined with a direct drive system, makes it both silent and high performance, allowing for rapid
and efficient mixing even with heavy dough or large quantities.

Features & Benefits

Full metal body construction, high precision metal gears and metal control knobs
Stable, quiet and durable.

SILVER METALLIC

EMPIRE RED

Whole wheat flour 1.75 kg (14 cups)
	Egg white 19 (medium), Whipped cream

Extremely robust standard accessories - Durable and dishwasher-safe.

1.9 L, Cake 4.5 kg, Bread dough (stiff

Original planetary action - Fast and thorough mixing.

yeast dough) 3.8 kg, Cookies (standard 5.1

Single attachment hub - Easy usage with a wide choice of optional accessories.

cm - 2 inch cookie) 168 units (14 dozen)

*During operation, the flat beater moves around the stationary bowl, at the same time turning in the opposite direction on its own axis.
The diagram shows the complete coverage of the bowl made by the path of the beater.
16
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6.9 L PROFESSIONAL BOWL-LIFT STAND MIXER 5KSM7990

Standard Accessories
NSF CERTIFIED 11 WIRE ELLIPTICAL
WHISK
Stainless steel 11-Wire Whisk has an
eliptical shaped design to maximize
bowl coverage, allowing large capacity
whipping just as quick and easy as
smaller volumes.
STAINLESS STEEL FLAT BEATER
Stainless steel Flat Beater provides
optimal coverage of the large 6.9 L
Bowl. Handles both small and large
jobs.

PowerKnead™ spiral
dough hook
Stainless steel PowerKnead™
dough hook provides optimal
coverage of the large 6.9 L Bowl.
Handles both small and large jobs.

REMOVABLE POURING CHUTE
Used to easily pour in ingredients
even while the mixing is on.

6.9 L BOWL
Brushed stainless steel bowl with a
professional style handle for easy storage.

Technical Specifications

Colours

Wattage (Input)

325 W

Peak Output Motor

1.3 HP (horsepower)

Motor Type

DC (direct current) with direct drive

Voltage

220 - 240 V

Frequency

50 / 60 Hz

R.P.M. (Speed 1 – 10)

40 - 200 RPM

Mixing Action

Planetary

Bowl Capacity

6.9 L

Material Body

Die - cast zinc

Type Speed Control

Electronic

Smooth rounded bowl lift professional design - Ideal for heavy loads.

Dimensions Product

41.7 X 37.1 X 28.7 cm (hxwxd)

1.3 HP High efficiency motor with direct drive - Quiet and powerful.

Net Weight

13 Kg

Full metal body construction, high precision metal gears and metal control knobs

Maximum Capacity

Yeast dough up to a mixed weight of

The new professional 6.9 L Bowl Lift Stand Mixer is one of the most powerful and robust KitchenAid® Stand Mixer in its
class. Its high efficiency motor, combined with a direct drive system, makes it both silent and high performance, allowing it
to reach a peak power output of 1.3 horsepower for rapid and efficient mixing even with heavy dough or large quantities.

Features & Benefits

- Stable, quiet and durable.

2.2 Kg or approximately 1.5 Kg of flour,

67 Touch Points FOR Original Planetary Action* - Delivers thorough ingredient incorporation.

168 cookies or biscuits (14 dozen)

The beater rotates around the bowl, giving incredible bowl coverage for fast and complete mixing.

(4 x 450 g loaves) 1.8 Kg of pizza dough

BOWL GUARD AND STOP SWITCH - For increased safety in a commercial environment.

19 beaten egg whites, 2 L whipped cream

WHITE

Professional style attachment power hub - Fits all current KitchenAid attachments and future
larger capacity commercial style attachments.
NSF CERTIFIED

18

*During operation, the flat beater moves around the stationary bowl, at the same time turning in the opposite direction on its own axis.
The diagram shows the complete coverage of the bowl made by the path of the beater.
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Know Your Stand Mixer

Tilt Head Stand Mixer

Bowl Lift Stand Mixer

Twist-on bowl securing methods are ideal for residential Stand Mixers getting standard household
use.

Arm and bracket securing methods is the most superior method of holding the bowl on high
powered mixers. The arms provide a level of movement necessary for optimizing the life of the
motor and mixer body during regular heavy batch processing.

This bowl securing method is standard on most residential mixing equipment.

This bowl securing method is standard on most commercial mixing equipment.

Head tilts back for accessing ingredients.

Bowl lowers and raises for accessing ingredients.

Heavy Loads: When single and double batches are needed and large capacity processing.

Extreme loads: When more than a double batch is needed and semi professional to professional
capacity processing.

Twice a day use or less.

Long periods of use (3-8 hours daily).

Max flour advised		

4.8 L Tilt Head Stand Mixer

4.8 L Bowl Lift Stand Mixer

6.9 L Bowl Lift Stand Mixer

1 kg (8 cups)

All-purpose flour 1 kg (8 cups)		

2.2 kg (16 cups)			

Whole wheat flour 800 g (6 cups)					
Pie crust : grams of flour 		

500 g

500 g		

1150 g

Egg white 		

12 eggs (medium)

12 EGGS (medium)		

19 eggs (medium)

Whipped cream 		

1L

1 L		

1.9 L

Cake 		

2.7 kg

2.7 KG		

4.5 kg

Bread dough 		

2 kg				

2 KG		

3.8 kg		

2.7 KG

2.7 KG		

3.6 kg

108 units (9 dozen)		

168 units (14 dozen)

(stiff yeast dough = 55% Absorption ratio)
Mashed potatoes		

Cookies 		
108 units (9 dozen)
(standard 5.1 cm - 2 inch cookie)
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STAND MIXER ATTACHMENTS

‘‘Culinary delight is achieved by a mix of creativity, knowledge, a sense for harmony and the right tools.’’
Since cooking is a process, we have turned the Stand Mixer into an irreplaceable ‘‘kitchen tool’’- exactly what it was
made for; allowing for a wide variety of accessories and attachments to simply be plugged in and ready to go. The Stand
Mixer Accessories and Attachments increase cooking excellence while decreasing your work load.

ROTOR VEGETABLE SLICER
AND SHREDDER
For slicing and shredding root
and raw green vegetables,
potatoes, cheese, various types
of fruits, nuts and chocolate for
toppings. Comes with medium,
coarse shredding drums and a
slicing drum.

GRAIN MILL
For grinding wheat, oats, rice,
corn, barley, buckwheat, millet
and other low moisture, non oily
grains. It can be adjusted to mill
anything from flour to coarsely
cracked grains. All metal
construction.

Pasta CUTTER SET
Includes the lasagnette cutter for
thick fettuccine or egg noodles
and the capellini cutter for
spaghetti and angel hair pastas.

Pasta roller
Helps you guide sheets of justmade dough through to the
desired thickness.

RAVIOLI MAKER
Complements the pasta sheet
roller of the KPRA set. For
stuffing your favourite pasta with
your favourite filling. Made of
durable, chromed metal.

WATER JACKET
Perfect for when you’re working

ICE CREAM MAKER*
Produces up to 1.9 L of soft
consistency ice cream, sorbets or
frozen desserts. Liquid within the
double walls of this innovative
freeze bowl provides thorough,
even freezing throughout the
mixing process.

GOURMET PASTA PRESS The
pasta press comes with a combo
tool, an accessory storage case,
cleaning brush and set of 6 plates
for making pasta of various
lengths, widths and shapes. Each
plate is composed of one metal
frame and two plastic inserts.

*Fits all Stand Mixers except KSM7 models. For

* Does not fit on model 5KSM7990

with temperature-sensitive
ingredients like butter for
buttercream or whipping cream.
Fits only 5KPM5, 5KPM50

those models order KAICA
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FOOD GRINDER
For mincing and grinding meat,
fish, vegetables, dried bread,
firm fleshed fruits as well as
cheese. Comes with a 4 blade
self-sharpening, coarse and fine
stainless steel grinding plates and
food stomper or wrench.

SLOW JUICER
Enjoy fresh, healthy juices by
choosing from three filters to
customise the amount of pulp
in your juice. Great for making
sauces and jams!

FOOD PROCESSOR
ExactSlice™ System offers both
versatility and performance that can
slice, shred and julienne.

SPIRALIZER
Peel, spiralize, core and slice
blades offers versatile cutting
options. Easily creates fruits
and vegetable spirals, ribbons
and noodles.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE
STRAINER
Must be used in combination with
the FGA, for puréeing soft fruits
and cooked vegetables. It strains
the food to a purée and separates
any pips, stems or skins.

CITRUS JUICER
For making fresh citrus fruit
juices.

SAUSAGE STUFFER
Must be used in combination
with the FGA. It makes many
varieties of sausages and comes
with 2 tubes (10 mm and 16 mm).

FOOD TRAY
Can be used in combination
with either the FGA or FVSP. For
holding larger quantities of food
for quicker, easier processing.

23

Juicer and Sauce Attachment

Food Processor ATTACHMENT

The Juicer and Sauce Attachment allows you to enjoy fresh, healthy juices on demand by turning your KitchenAid Stand
Mixer into an efficient slow juicer. Harnessing the mixer’s powerful motor, it extracts juice to your specification. Choose
from three filters to customise the amount of pulp in your juice. Also great for making sauces and jams!

The Food Processor Attachment with ExactSlice™ System offers both versatility and performance, turning your
KitchenAid Stand Mixer into a continuous flow food processor that can slice, shred and julienne. Whether preparing for a
family meal or a large group, the compact Food Processor Attachment will make food preparation a breeze.

Features & Benefits

Features & Benefits

3 Pulp Screens - The options are endless for low or high pulp juices, sauces and jams.
Extra Wide Feed Tube - For various sizes of soft, hard or leafy fruits and vegetables.
2 Stage Slow Juicing Technology - Slices then processes fruits and vegetables for less prep work.
Easy to Use - Attaches to the power hub on your Stand Mixer and uses the power of the motor to operate the juicer.
Dishwasher Safe - All the accessories are dishwasher safe for easy clean up.*

Exclusive ExactSlice™ System - External adjustable blade control slices from thick to thin with one
slide of the lever.
Reversible Shredding Disc - It provides two options for fine and coarse shredding of vegetables and
chilled hard cheeses.
Julienne Disc - The versatile julienne disc saves time and effort by making matchstick strips for salads
and garnishes.
2 in 1 Feed Tube - Accommodates foods of different shapes and sizes. Simply place a large bowl under

Storage Case - A handy storage case is provided to keep your pulp screens in one place.

the chute for quick processing of larger quantities.

STANDARD INCLUSIONS - 3 Pulp Screens (Low.High.Sauce) | Juice Container | Pulp Container | 2-in-1

Storage Case - A compact storage case to keep your accessories in one place.

wide feed tube and dual food pushers | Auger/blade assembly | Screen/juicing bowl wiper basket | BPA-

Dishwasher Safe - All the accessories are dishwasher safe for easy clean.*

free juicing bowl | Screen storage case | Cleaning Brush

Standard Inclusions - Reversible Shredding Disc | Julienne Disc | Externally Adjustable Slicing Disc |

*Juicer and Sauce Attachment cannot be immersed in water or other liquids.

2-in-1 wide mouth feed tube | Cleaning tool | Storage Case
*Food Processor Attachment cannot be immersed in water or other liquids.

24
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SPIRALIZER ATTACHMENT

Premium metal construction spiralizer attachment with peel, spiralize, core and slice blades offers versatile cutting
options. The perfect companion for healthful eating, the spiralizer easily peels and creates fruits and vegetable spirals,
ribbons and noodles that add interesting texture and flavours to any meal.

Features & Benefits
Nine combinations of spiralizing, Slicing, peeling and coring - To inspire culinary and
nutritional creativity.
Easy to use - Simply attach to the multipurpose attachment hub for stable, hands free use. Designed to
work with all models of KitchenAid Stand Mixer.
Easy to clean - Designed for easy cleanup after use. Accessories are dishwasher safe, top shelf only.
Main body should be cleaned with a warm, damp cloth.
Convenient storage case - Provides organization of the unit and accessories.
Standard Inclusions - Fine spiralizing blade | Medium spiralizing blade | Spiral slicing blade with 12
mm corer | Spiral slicing blade with 23 mm corer | Peeling blade | Fruit and vegetable skewer
Convenient storage case

26
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Gourmet Pasta Press Plates

STAND MIXER ATTACHMENT KITS

Next Generation Gourmet Pack
Includes citrus juicer, food grinder, food tray and sausage stuffer.

Multi Attachment Slicer Grinder Pack
Includes food grinder, rotor vegetable slicer and shredder and sausage stuffer.
SPAGHETTI PLATE

BUCATINI PLATE

RIGATONI PLATE

Long, thin, round strands

Long, hollow pasta strands

Large, tube - shaped pasta
with ridges

Multi Attachment Slicer, Strainer Pack
Includes food grinder fruit and vegetable strainer and rotor vegetable slicer and
shredder.

Multi Attachment Grinder Strainer Pack
Includes food grinder and fruit and vegetable strainer.

Pasta Excellence Set
Inludes pasta cutter set, pasta sheet roller, ravioli maker and pasta sheet roller and
cutter set.
FUSILLI PLATE

LARGE MACARONI PLATE

SMALL MACARONI PLATE

Spiral - shaped pasta, +/- 4 cm

Tube - shaped pasta

Narrow, tube - shaped pasta

with ridges

with ridges

Pasta Sheet Roller and Cutter Set
Includes set of 3 pieces, made of durable chromed metal : a roller to make pasta sheets up to 140 mm
wide, and 2 cutters to make fresh tagliatelle or spaghetti.

28
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STAND MIXER ACCESSORIES

Flex Edge Beater

FLEX EDGE BEATER

4.8 L TILT-hEAD Stand Mixer

6.9 L Stand Mixer

Used for normal to heavy mixtures,

Used for normal to heavy mixtures,

such as cakes, frostings, cookies and

such as cakes, frostings, cookies

mashed potatoes. The flexible edge

and mashed potatoes. The

design guarantees faster mixing,

flexible edge design guarantees

without stopping the motor and

faster mixing, without stopping

using a spatula. Coated metal with a

the motor and using a spatula.

silicone side.

Coated metal with a silicone side.

Dishwasher safe.

Dishwasher safe.

FITTED COVERS*

2.8 L anD 4.8 L BOWL*

Keep your Stand Mixer perfectly

Complements the standard 4.8

clean when not in use with this

L bowl and is utilized for mixing

fitted Stand Mixer cover designed

smaller quantities. 2.8 L bowl can

for KitchenAid Tilt Head Stand

be fitted onto the 4.8 L Tilt Head

Mixers.

Stand Mixer.
Both bowls are made of polished

Available in 4 colours.

stainless steel.

Empire Red

Dishwasher safe.

Khaki
Silver Frost
Onyx Black
*Only applicable to the Artisan 4.8 L Stand Mixers.

4.8 L HAMMERED GLASS BOWL

4.8 L CLEAR GLASS BOWL

Has a convenient pouring spout

Easy to read ingredient quantity

with textured hammered glass.

marks moulded into the side

Delivered with a silicone lid.

of the bowl. Delivered with

Mixing bowl is made of durable,

a silicone lid. Mixing bowl is

sturdy glass.

made of durable, sturdy glass.

Dishwasher, freezer and microwave

Dishwasher, freezer and

safe.

microwave safe.

4.8 L FROSTED GLASS BOWL
Easy to read ingredient quantity
marks moulded into the side of the
bowl. Delivered with a silicone lid.
Mixing bowl is made of durable,
sturdy glass.
Dishwasher, freezer and microwave
safe.
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7 SPEED HAND MIXER 5KHM720

Standard Accessories
2 STAINLESS STEEL TURBO BEATERS
To make cookie dough and batter.

LONG LIQUID BLENDER
ACCESSORY
To make smoothies, milkshakes,
sauces and salad dressing.
8 1/2 inch (212 cm).

cotton storage bag
To store all the accessories.

Technical Specifications
Wattage (Input)		70 W
Motor Type		
DC (Direct Current)
Voltage		
220 - 240 V
Frequency		
50 / 60 Hz
Material of Motor Body		

Plastic

Dimensions Product 		

16.3 X 19.1 X 8.9 cm (hxwxd)

Net Weight		
1.2 Kg

Power. Versatility. All in the palm of your hand. KitchenAid Hand Mixers bring the whisk to where the action is. Intuitive
design features, like Clean Touch Control Pad, keep the kitchen chaos from spreading. Adjusting speeds is now as tidy
and simple as a press of a button. With the KitchenAid Hand Mixer, you’ll be able to conquer it all, we might add, with
one hand tied behind your back.

Features & Benefits

Colours

EMPIRE RED

ONYX BLACK

Clean Touch™ Control Pad - Allows you to increase or decrease mixing speed at the touch of a
button.
Soft-Start Electronic Control - Prevents splattering of ingredients.
Electronic Mixing Sensor - Automatically adjusts mixing speed to the resistance of the load, to
maintain smooth and consistent operation.
7 Mixing Speeds - Allows precise control when mixing. Included are three slow stir speeds and one high
whip speed that offer versatility when preparing your favourite recipes.
Beater Ejector Button - Easily and quickly remove any accessory from the Hand Mixer with the
single-handed press of a button.
Lockable Swivel Cord - Lock the cord into either the left or right side of the mixer so you can approach ingredients from any angle. The round cord is easy to wipe clean.
32
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Fresh and Healthy
Refresh and rejuvenate your body with the KitchenAid ‘Fresh and Healthy’
Range. Blending and juicing of fresh ingredients from the local farmers
market and turning it into a flavourful delight for your palate and health
booster for your body will now be easier than ever. From green smoothies
to health soups, pulpy juices to tangy sauces, KitchenAid provides you
with a range of personal fitness trainers to your counter-top.
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1.75 L DIAMOND BLENDER 5KSB1585

STAY PUT LID WITH INGREDIENT CUP - Practical, steadfast and helps to measure and add ingredients easily.
COMPACT DESIGN - Single jar, standing design takes less space on the kitchen counter.

Functions
Hot Foods | Auto Stop | Special Hot Foods button with ‘‘Soft Start’’ feature starts very slowly then
quickly increases speed for safe blending without splashing and a smooth velvety finish.
Crush Ice | Auto Stop | Pulses at precise intervals for optimal ice crushing. Turn hard ice into snowy
consistency in seconds.
4 Speeds
Chop
Mix
	Puree
	Liquify

	Pulse | Works with all speeds, giving greater control over texture and results.

Technical Specifications

Named after its faceted jug design and intensely durable construction, the Diamond Blender is particularly suited to hot
liquids and thick sauces that are blended to perfection in an innovative vortex design. Able to handle any ingredient, the
stainless steel tri - blade means you can confidently crush ice cubes, puree soft fruits or blend extra - thick milkshakes,
delivering silky smoothness every time. Looking to make food preparation easier than ever? Look at the KitchenAid Diamond Blender.

Features & Benefits

Wattage (Input)

615 W

Peak Output Motor

0.9 HP (Horsepower)

Voltage

220 - 240 V

Frequency

50 - 60 Hz

Revolutions Per Minute

2000 to 11500 				

(Starting From Hot Foods)
Diamond Pitcher Capacity

1.75 L

Cord Length

114.3 cm (Under Base Storage)

Dimensions Product

41.9 X 22.9 X 21.6 cm			

(hxwxd)
Net Weight

4.5 Kg

Cookbook

THE DIAMOND BLENDING SYSTEM - The patented* stainless steel blades and diamond-shaped pitcher create a powerful vortex for fast and thorough blending results
IINTELLI-SPEED MOTOR CONTROL - Senses contents and maintains optimal speed to power through all

Colours

®

ingredients

PREMIUM COLOURS

STANDARD COLOURS

THE SOFT START® FEATURE - Starts the motor at a slower speed to pull food into the blade for optimal
results
THE LARGE 1.75 L BPA-FREE DIAMOND PITCHER - Design is shatter-, scratch- and stain-resistant. BPA - free
plastic ensures food safety, even for baby foods
STURDY DIE CAST METAL BASE - Robust, stable and built to last

WHITE

GREEN APPLE

EMPIRE RED

COBALT BLUE

ALMOND
CREAM

CRYSTAL
BLUE

CANDY
APPLE

RASPBERRY
ICE

LIQUID
GRAPHITE

CLEAN TOUCH CONTROL PAD WITH SMART SYMBOLS - Wipes clean easily.
*U.S. patents pending.
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ARTISAN POWER PLUS BLENDER WITH THERMAL CONTROL JAR 5KSB8270

11 + VARIABLE SPEEDS - Offers Precision Power Dial which gives continuous variable speed from 1-11,
for complete control from low to high speeds.
SELF CLEANING CYCLE - Easy cleaning with the pre-set cleaning cycle
PRE-SET ADAPTI-BLEND™ RECIPE PROGRAMS - 3 programs (Soup, Smoothie and Juice) each with a
unique algorithm of varying speeds, designed for ideal results:
• Juice program runs for 70 seconds and is ideal for blending liquid with fresh fruits and
vegetables
• Smoothie program runs for 40 seconds and is ideal for fresh or frozen fruits and vegetables
blended with liquid and ice
• Soup program runs for 5 minutes and is designed for use with the Thermal Control Jar al
lowing you to heat soup fast and retain hot temperature longer.
UNIQUE FLEX EDGE TAMPER - Assists with large quantities or ultra-thick blends. The Flex Edge tamper
pushes ingredients into the blending vortex and scrapes the sides of the jar so everything is blended
evenly. And when finished, it helps get more of the contents out of the jar so there’s less waste.
COMMERCIAL - GRADE DURABLE DIE-CAST METAL BASE, DIAL AND SWITCHES - Built for stability
and long-lasting performance. Premium quality design is durable and easy to clean.
STABLIZER JAR PAD - Wraps around the jar for stability and the silicon reduces noise and vibration.
Removable for easy cleaning.
DIE CAST METAL INGREDIENT CAP - Easily measure and add ingredients as you blend.
SECURE VENTED LID - Secure fit to minimize spills & vented lid for blending hot ingredients.
SILICON HANDLE GRIP - Gives a comfortable hold & grip for ultimate control. Removable and
dishwasher safe.
STEEL COUPLER - Added durability for prolonged blender life.
STACKABLE JAR - For easy storage.

Technical Specifications
KitchenAid, long known for the power, durability and eye-catching design of its iconic countertop appliances, is
introducing a new high performance blender with the most power in its class. The new KitchenAid Artisan Power Plus
Blender features a powerful 3.5 Peak HP motor with an added convenience of a dual-wall Thermal Control Jar that
quickly heats blended ingredients in as little as five minutes, stays cool to the touch, and retains the temperature for hot
soups and sauces.

Features & Benefits

Wattage (Input)

1800 W

Peak Output Motor

3.5 Peak HP Motor (Horsepower) Designed Uniquely For Kitchenaid

Current

15 Amps

RPM

1,000 - 24,000 Rpm

Cord Length

106.7 cm

Dimensions Product

44.9 X 26.7 X 23.1 cm (hxwxd)

Net Weight

9.4 Kg

THE MOST POWERFUL* BLENDER - The Artisan Power Plus blender’s powerful 3.5 Peak HP motor,
patented asymmetric blade & jar work together to create a powerful vortex to blend even the toughest

Colours

ingredients.
TALON TM ASYMMETRIC STAINLESS STEEL BLADE - The 3mm thick hardened stainless steel blade easily
easily powers through dense, tough ingredients and helps blend at 4 different angles to pull ingredients
into the blade, ensuring a thorough blend.
EXCLUSIVE DISHWASHER-SAFE BPA-FREE DUAL WALL THERMAL CONTROL JAR - BPA Free Eastman
Tritan jar has 2.5 L capacity (1.6 L marked capacity)and is engineered to blend and heats from cold
ingredients soup in only five minutes and retains hot temperature longer while the outside stays cool to
the touch.
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CANDY APPLE

CAST IRON
BLACK

MEDALLION
SILVER

*When testing the actual blender power output at the blade using a dynamometer, a machine laboratories use to measure mechanical power, this KitchenAid blender
with its heavy duty motor and advanced motor control board, produces more power than the leading competitors. **On highest speed
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ARTISAN POWER BLENDER 5KSB7068

Unique flex edge tamper - For large or ultra thick blends
Pushes the ingredients into the blending vortex and scrapes the sides of the jar for even blending
Premium die-cast metal base, precision power dial and switches - Sturdy, stable, durable
and easy to clean
Asymmetric stainless steel blade*** - Blends at 4 different angles to pull ingredients into the
blending vortex for smooth, consistent and exceptional results. Allows for blending large and tough ingredients, like whole fruits and vegetables
Precision Power Dial - With continuous variable speed from 1-11, plus PULSE and BOOST for all your
blending needs.
self-cleaning cycle - Makes cleaning your blender jar fast and easy. Or, you can wash all removable
parts in the dishwasher.

Technical Specifications
Wattage (Input)

1800 W

Peak Output Motor

3.5 Peak HP Motor (Horsepower) Designed Uniquely For Kitchenaid

Speeds

11

Programs

self-cleaning cycle

RPM

1,000 - 24,000 Rpm

Capacity pitcher

2.6 L 	Complete jar
1.65 L

The new KitchenAid® Artisan Power Blender features a powerful 3.5 Peak HP motor that quickly blends all your ingredients to perfection for your juices, smoothies, chutneys and more! It features variable speeds from 1-11, plus PULSE and
BOOST that gives you better control over the consistency of your blending. For easy use and care, we have a Self Clean
Mode too.

Marked max. fill

Material body

die-cast

Material coupler

steel

Cord Length

106.7 cm

Dimensions Product

44.9 x 26.7 x 23.1 cm (hxwxd)

Net Weight

8.8 Kg

Gross weight

9.3 kg

Master pack

1 unit

Master pack gross weight

9.3 kg

Features & Benefits
Powerful 3.5 Peak HP Motor** - Powers and blends quickly and easily through tough ingredients,

Colours

like frozen fruits and fibrous, nutrient-dense vegetables, for smoother results
11 Speeds precision power dial, Pulse/Boost options
Offers continuous variable speed control from 1-11, from low to high speeds, to meet all recipe’s specific
needs.
2.6 L BPA-free dishwasher-safe graded Jar with Soft Touch removable handle grip,
and vented lid with removable ingredient measuring cap - Designed and engineered to

EMPIRE RED

ALMOND
CREAM

further optimize the blender’s performance. Comfortable hold, easily measuring and adding ingredients
while blending

* When testing the actual blender power output at the blade using a dynamometer, a machine laboratories use to measure mechanical power,
this KitchenAid blender with its heavy duty motor and advanced motor control board, produces more power than the leading competitors.
**Please see the Use and Care Guide for more details regarding blender use and performance.
***Patented blade in U.K. and Germany
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Artisan Deluxe Hand Blender 5KHB2569

1.5 M POWER CORD - Move throughout the kitchen with ease.
STORAGE CASE - Keeps accessories organised and protected.

Standard Accessories

STAR BLADE

S-BLADE

FROTHING
BLADE

PAN GUARD

3 BELL
GUARDS

REMOVABLE 20 CM
BLENDING ARM

CHOPPER
(600 ml)

WHISK

GRADUATED
PITCHER WITH
SPECIAL LID

STORAGE CASE

Technical Specifications
Wattage (Input)

180 W

Motor

DC (Direct Current)

Voltage

220 - 240 V

Frequency

50 - 60 Hz

It’s time to get excited with the KitchenAid Artisan Deluxe Hand Blender. Perfectly weighted with a rubber hand stick
grip, it powers through any culinary task, whether it’s blending, mincing, chopping, whipping, pureeing or frothing. With
five speeds and five attachments, it’s perfect for small daily jobs that require a quick, smooth and uniform result.

RPM

Bell Blades 6100 - 11000		

(speed 1 - speed 5)

Whisk 610 - 1100			

Features & Benefits

Dimensions Product

39.7 x 6.5 x 6.5 cm (hxwxd)

Net Weight

3.5 Kg (with accessories and 		

POWERFUL 5 SPEED MOTOR - Powerful blending, chopping, whipping in the palm of your hand.

Chopper 1020 - 1830

storage case)

5 ATTACHMENTS - Blend/Puree, Chop/Shred, Froth/Mix and Whisk/Emulsify/Aerate. Easily blend
smoothies, puree baby food, froth cappuccinos, chop vegetables or whisk egg whites with greater control.
INDUSTRY’S FIRST INTERCHANGEABLE BELL BLADES - No tools required. Simply twist on and off to

Colour

change from one blade to another.
20 CM IMMERSION DEPTH - Blend easily in any deep pot, bowl or jug.
PATENTED DESIGN PAN AND BLADE GUARDS - The pan guard helps prevent scratching of cookware
and the blade guards protect the blades when not in use.
600 ML BPA-FREE CHOPPER - The sharp blade makes light work of small chopping jobs.
WHISK ATTACHMENT - For whisking, emulsifying and aerating.
1L BPA-FREE JUG - Easily blend, serve and store in one container. Includes no-splash lid and non-skid
base.
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STAINLESS STEEL
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PRO LINE ® 5-SPEED CORDLESS HAND BLENDER 5KHB3581

2 TWIST-LOCK STAINLESS STEEL BLENDING ARMS (20 AND 33 CM) - For use even in deep pots or
pitchers.
CHOPPER, WHISK AND 1 L BPA FREE PITCHER - A range of extras helps expand your culinary prowess
and possibilities.

Standard Accessories
12V LI-ION BATTERY & CHARGER
This rechargeable battery, when
fully charged, provides 6 hours
and more of high performance
blending.

‘‘Where simplicity meets sophistication.’’
Streamlined and powerful, the Cordless Hand Blender is a busy cook’s dream: this is a handy,
rechargeable blender, free of wires. A whirlwind of activity in the kitchen? No problem. Briskly dance from dish to dish,
enjoying the freedom and creativity of wireless blending.

Features & Benefits

S-BLADE
Use for blending, crushing,
pureeing, preparing
smoothies, milkshakes, cooked
vegetables, soups, baby food,
frostings and crushing ice.

STAR BLADE
Use for shredding cooked meats and
mincing.

FROTHING BLADE
Use for frothing milk (frappes,
cappuccino) and mixing cake,
pancake or muffin batter.

PAN GUARD
Snap the pan guard onto the
interchangeable bell blades to
protect your cookware during use.

3 BELL GUARDS
Protect the interchangeable bell
blades when not in use.

REMOVABLE 8” & 13”
BLENDING ARMS
Use for blending ingredients in
deeper pots or pitchers, even
while cooking.

WHISK
Use for whisking, emulsifying and
aerating egg whites, mayonnaise,
vinaigrette and mousse.

CHOPPER (600 ml)
Perfect for small chopping jobs,
like herbs, nuts, and vegetables.
Chopper includes a bowl, blade
and chopper adapter.

GRADUATED PITCHER WITH
SPECIAL LID
1 L BPA-free (safe plastic) pitcher
with a convenient handle and
no-splash lid.

CORDLESS HAND BLENDER WITH RECHARGEABLE 12 V LI - ION BATTERY - No wires, for greater freedom
3 INTERCHANGEABLE STAINLESS STEEL BLADES WITH REMOVABLE PAN GUARD Allows for crushing, blending, chopping and frothing without damaging cookware
POWERFUL 5 SPEED DC MOTOR WITH LED INDICATOR - Quiet and efficient performance while in use;

STORAGE CASE
Keeps accessories
organized and
protected.

LED indicator displays speed.
ERGONOMIC DESIGN WITH REAR HOOK - Easy to handle, convenient hanging storage
USEFUL STORAGE CASE FOR ATTACHMENTS - Store accessories safely and conveniently
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Technical Specifications
Battery Type (Input)		

12 v lithium ion rechargeable battery

Charger		
Charger Voltage

220 - 240 V

Charger Frequency		

50 / 60 HZ

Hand Blender Voltage		

12 Volts battery

Wattage (input)

180 W

Indicative time to fully charge		

3 hours		

the battery when empty		
Material 		
plastic motor body, stainless steel
		

blending arm and blade

RPM (speed 1 - speed 5)		

bell blades

6100 - 11000

		

whisk attachment

610 - 1100

		

chopper attachment

1020 - 1830

Dimensions Product 		

48.2* X 5.7 X 6.3 cm (hxwxd)

Net Weight 		
4.5 Kg (with accessories and storage
		case)
* Measured with the long arm.

						
					

Colours

FROSTED
PEARL
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MEDALLION
SILVER
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SLOW JUICER 5KVJ0111

Standard Accessories
2 IN 1 WIDE FEED TUBE AND
FOOD PUSHER
For a wide variety of fruits and
vegetables.

SCREEN / JUICING BOWL WIPER
BASKET
Wipes the screen non stop in juicing
bowl while in use to produce juice
without clogging. Red wiper blades
are made out of flexible rubber.

1 L JUICING BOWL
Made out of BPA free plastic.

SCREEN LOW PULP
Leaves less pulp for a more
convenient juice to drink.
Made out of polished stainless steel.

SCREEN HIGH PULP
Leaves more pulp for a thicker
juice. Made out of polished
stainless steel.

SCREEN SAUCING / JAMS
Made out of polished
stainless steel.

Technical Specifications

The KitchenAid® Maximum Extraction Juicer (Slow Juicer) gives you more juice with less prep work, featuring a patented* two stage blade and auger system and wide chute. This juicer also comes with 3 pulp screens for low pulp, high
pulp and sauces. Perfect for hard, soft or leafy fruits and vegetables.

Wattage (Input)		

250 W

RPM (For Both Forward & Reverse)

80

Material of Body		

Die Cast Metal

Material Juicing Bowl		

Bpa Free Ultimate

		

Crystal Plastic

Dimensions Product

45.47 X 29.2 X 17.27 cm

		(hxwxd)
Net Weight 		

11.3 Kg

On / Off Switch				

Features & Benefits

Blade / Auger System
Wiper Basket				

Two stage slow juicing technology with stainless steel pre-slicing blade and auger
assembly - For maximum extraction of juice with less prep work and less foam.
2 In 1 extra wide feed tube with hopper - Accommodates various sizes of soft, hard or leafy fruits

Colours

and vegetables while reducing pre cutting.
Three pulp screens: low pulp, high pulp and saucing / jams - Choice of pulp preference for a
wide variety of foods like smooth herb and vegetable juices, savoury coulis, thick fruit purées, and sweet
jams.
Optimized slow juicing speed with reverse function - Juice anything from herbs to fruits and
vegetables. Reverse speed for unclogging food during the extraction.

CANDY
APPLE

ONYX
BLACK

Premium die cast metal construction and stylish compact design - Sturdy, stable and
easy to clean.
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Culinary
Memorable meals are built one, perfectly-prepared ingredient at a time.
Hence, the need for the proper tools come mealtime. KitchenAid helps you
lay a solid foundation to any plate with a line of Food Processors.
Meticulous tomato slices, making home made nut butter, or dressings for
a crowd, perfection is always the order of the day. And what’s inside the
KitchenAid line of small appliances is just as impressive as the results.
Technological firsts abound, such as the revolutionary KitchenAid® 14-cup
Food Processor allows you to adjust slicing, from thick to thin, with the
slide of a lever. No doubt, with KitchenAid technology at the ready, it’s
never been easier to construct the perfect plate for any occasion.
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FOOD CHOPPER 5KFC3511

Technical Specifications
Wattage (Input)			
240 W
Motor Type			
AC (Alternating Current)
Voltage			
220 - 240 V
		
50 - 60 Hz

Frequency

Revolutions Per Minute (Speed 1 to 2)		
2450 To 3450* Rpm
Material Of Motor Body			
Plastic
Dimensions Product 			
22 X 15.2 X 15.2 cm (hxwxd)
		
1.3 Kg

Net Weight

*These measures can vary within a tolerance range of 20%

Colours

FROSTED PEARL

EMPIRE RED

CONTOUR SILVER

ONYX BLACK

‘‘One touch. Two speeds. Precise results.’’
The 3½ cup (850 ml) Food Chopper with BPA Free bowl and lid is ideal for chopping nuts, basil or garlic and pureeing
cooked vegetables for baby food. Add olive oil directly through the lid to create a perfect pesto without the mess.

Features & Benefits
3.5 CUP (850 ml) BPA FREE CHOPPER BOWL - A BPA free (safe plastic) cup which helps expand your
culinary prowess and possibilities.
2 SPEEDS
SPEED 1 - CHOP
SPEED 2 - PUREE
Chop tough nuts or puree vegetables for baby food with ease.
DOMED LID WITH WET INGREDIENTS ADDER - Add liquids at a perfect flow rate, without the mess.
DESIGNED FOR PRECISE CHOPPING - Razor sharp stainless steel blade makes quick work of meats,
fruits, vegetables and nuts.
DISHWASHER SAFE COMPONENTS - The food chopper is dishwasher safe for easy clean.
ERGONOMIC DESIGN - Easy to handle.
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3.3 L FOOD PROCESSOR 5KFP1444

Standard Accessories
3.3 L WORK BOWL &
950 ML MINI BOWL
Two different sized work bowls
let you conveniently process food
uninterrupted. The bowls stack
inside one another for easy storage.

EXTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE
SLICING DISC
Easily slices from thick to thin with
6 different settings (from 1 - 6 mm),
without having to remove the blade
assembly or the cover, even while
the food processor is running.

3 PIECE FOOD PUSHER
Three pushers seamlessly fit
inside each other enabling you to
process different sizes of food.

DISCS
REVERSIBLE SHREDDING DISC
Shreds cheeses or vegetables
on either side to coarse or fine
consistencies with 6 different
settings.
JULIENNE DISC
Makes matchstick strips for salads
and garnishes.
BLADES
MINI MULTIPURPOSE BLADE
MULTIPURPOSE BLADE
Perfect tools for mincing, chopping,
mixing, pureeing. Use the Mini blade
in the Mini Bowl for small quantities
(herbs, nuts, pesto, baby food) and
the main multipurpose blade in the
work bowl for large batches.
DOUGH BLADE*
Knead all types of yeast dough
(bread, pizza, brioche).
*Dough blade only in the larger bowl .

STORAGE CASE
The storage case organizes and
protects each food processor
blade in a custom fit compartment.

The 3.3 L KitchenAid Food Processor is designed for life’s cooking challenges in all their glory. It’s a reliable helper
that cooks adore as it turns ‘sophisticated’ into ‘simple’. This is our most versatile and complete food processor: for
professional results consider it as your personal knife master to slice, chop, grate, purée and blend. Discover the key to
delicious, good looking, food full of texture and flavour. The 3.3 L Food Processor; showcases your chef abilities.

Technical Specifications
Wattage (Input)

300 W

Features & Benefits

Motor Type

AC (Alternating Current)

Voltage

220 - 240 V

ExactSlice SYSTEM - ADJUSTABLE SLICING DISC WITH FIRST EVER EXTERNAL LEVER - Adjusts

Frequency

50 - 60 Hz

easily, slices from thick to thin.

Dimensions Product

43 X 30 X 27.6 cm (hxwxd)

Reversible Shredding Disc & Julienne Disc - Shred cheeses or vegetables to coarse or fine

Net Weight

6.1 Kg

consistencies and make matchstick strips for salads and garnishes.
3 IN 1 ULTRAWIDE MOUTH FEED TUBE - Fits all sizes for both horizontal and vertical slicing.
UNIQUELY DESIGNED SHARP BLADES AND TWO OPTIMIZED LOW AND HIGH SPEEDS - Precise,

SPATULA
Special shape facilitates food
removal from bowls, discs and
blades.

Colours

accurate slicing for soft or hard foods and pulse for process intervals.
LID WITH AN ULTRATIGHT SILICONE SEAL - Helps prevent mess, and ensures no leaking or spillages of
liquids or flour.
DIE CAST METAL CONSTRUCTION - Robust, stable and built to last. High performance induction motor
is reliable, powerful and quiet.
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FROSTED
PEARL

CANDY
APPLE
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Coffee and Breakfast
Toasting bread isn’t exactly the most complex culinary challenge but,
achieving even browning time after time—now, that takes ingenuity.
Contrary to perfect toasting, brewing great-tasting coffee is a complex
puzzle of chemistry, physics and engineering. Get personalized coffee for
your taste buds every single morning, all at the touch of a button with the
KitchenAid Craft Coffee Brewers.
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PERSONAL COFFEE MAKER 5KCM0402

Standard Accessories
PERMANENT FILTER
This high performance filter
eliminates the need for paper
coffee filters. Made out of
stainless steel mesh plated with
gold. Can be washed in the top
rack of a dishwasher.

REMOVABLE BREW BASKET
Holds either paper coffee filters or the
permanent filter. Made of BPA free
plastic. Can be washed in the top rack
of dishwasher.

THERMAL TRAVEL MUG
Features a comfortable soft
grip and brushed stainless steel
body. Capacity 540 ml.
Not dishwasher safe.

REMOVABLE WATER TANK
Capacity 480 ml. It is recommended
that the tank be hand washed.

Technical Specifications
Wattage		
580 - 700 W
Voltage		
220 - 240 V
Frequency		
50 / 60 Hz
Material of Motor Body		

Plastic

Dimensions Product 		

39.5 X 16.5 X 22.5 cm

		(hxwxd)
Net Weight		
2.7 Kg

Colours
Perfect coffee is not brewed. It’s engineered. Proper coffee grinding preserves coffee flavour. KitchenAid has researched
and revolutionized the entire process. What all that science translates to is this: Great tasting coffee every single morning,
all at the touch of a button.

Features & Benefits
Easy one-touch brewing system - One-touch brewing makes brewing a cup of coffee quick and

EMPIRE RED

ONYX BLACK

easy, just add the water and your favorite coffee, place the included thermal mug or any coffee mug
under the drip and press the ON button to begin brewing.
Optimized filTer brewing technology with Electronic Temperature
Control - Provides hot water at a consistent temperature for extraction and better coffee taste.
540 ml thermal travel mug - Allows coffee to be brewed into most cups, and mugs, to make a
perfect coffee on the go.
Removable top load water tank - The removable water tank can be conveniently filled with fresh
water.
Removable permanent filter - Eliminates the need for paper coffee filters.
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Siphon Coffee Brewer 5KCM0812

Standard Accessories
Brew Unit Stand
Securely holds the brew unit in
place once brewing is complete.

Reusable stainless steel
filter
Stainless steel filter is easy to
rinse clean and no disposable
filters required. A cloth filter is
also included for a lighter body
cup of coffee.

Cleaning Brush & Coffee
Scoop
in one multifunctional tool.

Dual purpose lid
Sits on the top of the unit when
brewing coffee and can also be
attached to it’s carafe for pouring.

Technical Specifications
Wattage (Input)

1440 W

Capacity

1.18 L

Cord Length

85.1 cm

Dimensions Product

36.2 X 17.0 X 22.0 cm 			
(hxwxd)

Net Weight

Perfect coffee is not brewed. It’s engineered. Proper coffee grinding preserves coffee flavour.
KitchenAid has researched and revolutionized the entire process. What all that science translates to is this: Great tasting
coffee every single morning, all at the touch of a button.

2.1 Kg

Colour

Features & Benefits
AUTOMATED FULL IMMERSION SIPHON - Brewing through precise temperature and vacuum technology.
BREW UNIT STAND - securely holds brew unit in place once brewing is complete.
BRIGHT, RICH FLAVOR with a clean finish.

ONYX BLACK

PREMIUM GLASS CONSTRUCTION with stainless steel accents.
MAGNETIC LOCKING SEAL securely fastens the brew unit and carafe together.
LARGE 1L CAPACITY - Brews upto 8 cups at a time.
Carafe with soft-touch handle and on/off switch with white LED- on- indicator
light - Carafe has markings on the side and is made out of premium glass.
EASY TO CLEAN - reusable stainless steel filter. The carafe neck is wider than most manual siphon coffee
necks, making cleaning easier.
CLEANING BRUSH & COFFEE SCOOP - in one multifunctional tool.
CORD WRAP - for convenient storage.
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Pour Over Coffee Brewer 5KCM0802

ROAST SELECTOR - With one touch medium and dark roast settings allows you to taste all the subtleties
and flavor within these different roasts.
1.18 L CUP SELECTOR - To select 2-8 cups of true pour-over style coffee.
BREW BASKET CLIP - Holds filter in place and provides specific dosage recommendation for desired
number of cups.
CORD WRAP - For convenient storage.

Standard Accessories

Pour Over Brewing Technology

8 cup glass carafe
Made out of glass.
Dishwasher safe.

Technical Specifications
Wattage (Input)

1250 W

Cord Length

114.3 cm

Material Body

ABS Plastic

Dimensions Product

38.7 X 22.1 X 28.7 cm 		

(hxwxd)
Net Weight

3.4 Kg

Colour

The new KitchenAid® Pour Over Coffee Maker combines the flavor and control of the manual pour over process with the
programmability and convenience of a traditional coffee maker. This Pour Over Coffee Maker heats and steeps in the
pour over style, delivering maximum flavor extraction.

Features & Benefits

ONYX BLACK

AUTOMATED POUR OVER COFFEE TECHNOLOGY is not like that of a drip coffee maker. Unlike drip
coffee makers that continuously flood the brew basket, the new KitchenAid ® Custom Pour Over Brewer
precisely heats and pulses the flow of water, steeping in the same manner as the manual pour over process, allowing the grounds to “bloom”. The result is bright, clean and full flavored coffee without diluting
due to over-soaking.
UNIQUE HEATING TECHNOLOGY - Heats the water to the optimal range of 200°F at the top of the
brewer and therefore minimizes heat loss during the extraction process.
24 HOUR PROGRAMMABILITY - Ensures that coffee can be ready at a precise time, day or night.
FLAVOUR PROFILE - Mimics barista craftsmanship of gentle pour over extraction for a clean and bright
cup of coffee.
PROGRESS BAR - displays each step of the brewing process, from heating the water, to
pouring over the coffee and then steeping.
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The SCAA is the Specialty Coffee Association of America, a non-profit trade organization and worldrecognized leader in coffee knowledge development. For over 30 years, the SCAA has been dedicated to
recognizing, developing and promoting specialty coffee by setting and maintaining quality standards for the
industry.
HOW DID KITCHENAID ® POUR OVER COFFEE BREWER BECOME SCAA CERTIFIED?
The SCAA recognizes home brewers that meet its longstanding rigorous technical requirements: Ability to
brew within the SCAA Gold Cup recommendations, Proper water temperature and Brewing time. The
KitchenAid ® Pour Over Coffee Brewer is recognized as an exemplary home brewer, joining the short list of
SCAA Certified Brewers.
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2 SLOT AUTOMATIC TOASTER 5KMT223

MULTI - FUNCTION BUTTONS
KEEP WARM: Keeps toasted foods warm for up to one minute.
BAGEL: Toasts the cut-side of a bagel while gently warming the outer surfaces.
DEFROST: Defrosts and toasts frozen food.
REHEAT: Quickly reheats previously toasted food.
TOAST / CANCEL: An easy way to start or cancel toasting at any point.

Technical Specifications
Wattage (Input)		1100 W
Voltage		
220 - 240 V
Frequency

50 - 60 Hz

Body Material		
All Metal
Number of Slots		2
Dimensions Product

21 X 19.7 X 29.2 cm

		(hxwxd)
Net Weight (Product Accessories)

2.3 Kg

Removable Crumb Tray		
Special Functions		 Keep Warm 		
		

Bagel			

		

Defrost		

		

Reheat		

		Toast/Cancel

Experience the perfect start to every morning with the KitchenAid Toaster. A one touch control raises and lowers bread on
demand, Crumpet and Defrost buttons toast everything just the way you want and a Keep Warm button keeps toast warm
until you’re ready without additional browning.
Preparing deliciously golden toast and crumpets is easier than ever with the 2 Slot Automatic Toaster. The motorised lift
button gently lowers and raises your bread, and the blue LCD display keeps track of your personal settings, so you can
enjoy your toast just the way you like it, every morning.

Colours

E MP IRE RE D

O NYX B L AC K

Features & Benefits
ONE TOUCH CONTROL - Raises and lower bread, even in the middle of a cycle.
7 SHADE SETTINGS - Turn the Shade Control to the right for darker toasting or to the left for lighter.
EXTRA WIDE 3.8 CM SLOTS - Handles the thickest crumpets, breads or pastries.
SELF CENTERING BREAD RACKS - Centres thick or thin breads for even toasting.
LED DISPLAY - Remembers the last shade and function setting, so everything toasts the same way every
time.
ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION - Durable with a sleek design.
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PRO LINE 2 SLOT AUTOMATIC TOASTER 5KMT2204

Standard Accessories
SANDWICH RACK
Assists in toasting sandwiches
made with thinly sliced
vegetables, meats and cheeses.

Technical Specifications
Body Material

Die cast aluminium

Wattage (Input)

1250 W

Voltage

220 - 240 V

Frequency

50 / 60 hz

Dimensions Product

22.5 X 18 x 33 cm (hxwxd)

Net Weight

5 kg

4 Toasting Functions

Bagel				
Frozen				
Sandwich				
Toast

Keep Warm Cycle

using low heat for upto 3 		
minutes (when not removed 		
within 45 seconds)

Greeting the morning with a golden toast is one of life’s most enjoyable simple pleasures. Late at night, a melting savoury
cheese sandwich can be an indulgent moment of sustenance. The Pro Line Toaster truly offers the ultimate toasting
experience: the Auto Sensor automatically lowers and lifts all types of toast before browning according to seven grades of
‘‘golden’’, counted down by an LED timer. Like a thoughtful friend, if you’re called away, the Pro Line Toaster will also
keep your toast warm. If the kitchen is the heart of the home, our Pro Line Toaster will be the heart of your kitchen.

Features & Benefits
AUTO SENSOR WITH KEEP - WARM FEATURE - Initiates 45 seconds after the toasting cycle is complete
and it automatically lowers or lifts toast for up to 3 minutes.
7 SHADE SETTINGS WITH LED COUNTDOWN TIMER - Choose and monitor your browning preference.
SANDWICH FUNCTION WITH SANDWICH RACK - Prepares delicious, no drip toasted sandwiches.

Colour

CANDY APPLE

Initiative LifeCare

KitchenInnovation
of the Year® 2013

award-winning
product
functionality
design

Awarded the ‘Initiative LifeCare’ Award for
‘Kitchen Innovation Product of the Year 2013’.

Consumers’ Choice

FROZEN FUNCTION - Gently defrosts and toasts frozen bread.
BAGEL FUNCTION - Perfect for bagels and buns: toasts the inside, warms the outside.
EXTRA - WIDE SLOTS WITH AUTOMATIC SELF - CENTERING RACKS - Allows you to easily toast bread,
bagels and English muffins upto 2.8 cm thick and ensures even heating of thin or thick breads.
DIE CAST METAL CONSTRUCTION - Robust and stable.
Removable crumb tray - The removable crumb tray slides out for quick removal of crumbs. Handwash only.
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SMALL SPACE ELECTRIC KETTLE 5KEK1222

Technical Specifications
Wattage (Input)		

2200 W

Kettle Capacity		

1.25 L

Material Body		

CFM

Interior Material		

Stainless Steel

Dimensions Product 		

26.16 X 17.8 X 22.6 cm

		(hxwxd)
Net Weight		

1.14 Kg

Temperature		
Upto 100 oC (Boiling Only)
Single Wall		
Inside Marking		
Cordless Operation With 360 O Base
Concealed Heating Elements		
Removable Limescale Filter		
Removable Lid
On / Off Switch
Boil . Dry . Shut - Off		
Underbase Cord Storage		
Indicator Led Light		

Colours

A cup of warm herb tea is all you need to start a new day or refresh yourself from the day’s fatigue. The KitchenAid 1.25 L
Electric Kettle ensures you get to your cup quickly, with no effort, and it’s a delight to place on the counter top.

Features & Benefits

EMPIRE RED

STAINLESS STEEL

SMOOTH, ROUNDED DESIGN WITH 1.25 L CAPACITY - Quickly boils water with a compact footprint.
LED indicator light with on/off switch - Visual feedback and simple to use
Stainless steel single wall construction With inner water level
markings, wide fill opening, non-drip spout and smooth aluminium
handle - Durable, stable, easy to grip and use.
Removable limescale filter and aluminium lid - For easy cleaning and transfer of the kettle.
Removable Base - With 360° rotation for easy transfer of the kettle.
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1.75 L ELECTRIC KETTLE 5KEK1722

Technical Specifications
Wattage (Input)		

3000 W

Voltage		
220 - 240 V
Frequency		
50 / 60 Hz
Kettle Capacity		

1.7 L

Material Of Body		

Stainless Steel With Paint Layer

Interior Material		

Single Wall Stainless Steel

Temperature Range		

50 OC - 100 OC

Dimensions Product 		

25.7 X 21.8 X 15 cm (hxwxd)

Net Weight 		

1.2 Kg

Fast Boiling				
Concealed Boiling Element				
Back Lit Water Window				
Removable Limescale Filter				
Cordless Operation With 360 O Base			
Stable Base With Non Slip Rubber				
Feet And Cord Storage
* Battery operated

Colours

Introducing the 1.7 L Electric Kettle, the perfect complement to the KitchenAid range of quality products. Expect
exceptional performance thanks to the variable temperature settings and 30 minutes hold temperature feature, a sleek
modern shape and soft grip handle. This stylish and chic addition will enhance any kitchen space.

Features & Benefits
DIGITAL TEMPERATURE DISPLAY WITH VARIABLE TEMPERATURE CONTROL - Six settings to easily heat
water to your desired temperature from 50 OC to 100 OC. Choose the right temperature for your preferred
beverage. Perfect for tea lovers.
KEEP WARM FUNCTION - Maintains water at your desired temperature for up to 30 minutes.
EXTRA WIDE ILLUMINATED WATER WINDOW - Easily fill the kettle to just the right amount.
LED FUNCTIONALITY AWAY FROM BASE - Displays the current temperature of water away from the
base.*
LID RELEASE BUTTON - For quick, convenient filling of water.
METAL CONSTRUCTION WITH SOFT GRIP HANDLE - Durable, built to last and easy to grip.
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EMPIRE RED

ONYX BLACK

Temperature Guide
60° C
Delicate Tea

70° C

80° C

90° C

100° C

Green Tea
Gyokuro
Sencha

Blooming Tea

Black Tea
Earl Grey
English Breakfast

Boil Water

White Tea
Silver Needle

Chai
Green
White

Oolong Tea

Chai
Red

Green Tea
Bencha
Genmaicha

Hot Chocolate

Herbal Tea
Rooibos Tea

Instant Coffee

Yerba Maté

Temperature hold function - Holds water at the defined temperature.

Instant Soup

BEAUTIFUL AND MODERN DESIGN - Enhance your kitchen bench with timeless elegance.

Oatmeal
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PRO LINE 1.5 L ELECTRIC KETTLE 5KEK1522

Technical Specifications
Wattage (Input)

2400 W

Voltage

220 - 240 V

Frequency

50 / 60 Hz

Body Material

aluminium

Interior Material

plastic inner wall, 		
tainless steel inner base

Dimensions Product

21.8 X 26.3 X 21 cm (hxwxd)

Net Weight

2.1 Kg

Colour

CANDY APPLE

Temperature Guide
60° C
Delicate Tea

The act of stopping for a moment to chat around a comforting warm drink is a ritual that accompanies us through life. In
a vibrant red colour and with a curvaceous, inviting design, the Dual Wall 1.5 L Kettle is also generous in features. Adjust
the temperature range to suit your infusions: nicely warm for delicate green tea or hot for coarse Assam. The dual wall
cavity keeps water hotter for longer and the kettle cooler to the touch. A pop of colour in the kitchen, the 1.5 L Kettle is
always ready for the next conversation.

70° C

80° C

90° C

100° C

Green Tea
Gyokuro
Sencha

Blooming Tea

Black Tea
Earl Grey
English Breakfast

Boil Water

White Tea
Silver Needle

Chai
Green
White

Oolong Tea

Chai
Red

Green Tea
Bencha
Genmaicha

Hot Chocolate

Herbal Tea

Features & Benefits

Rooibos Tea
Instant Coffee

Yerba Maté
Instant Soup
Oatmeal

SMOOTH, ROUNDED DESIGN WITH 1.5 L CAPACITY - Boils large quantities of water, a stylish addition
to any kitchen.
Initiative LifeCare

DUAL WALL CONSTRUCTION - Better insulation keeps water hotter longer, reduces noise and is cooler
to the touch.
ADJUSTABLE TEMPERATURE, FROM 50 OC TO 100 OC - Allows you to select the exact temperature you

KitchenInnovation
of the Year® 2013

award-winning
product
functionality
design

Awarded the ‘Initiative LifeCare’ Award for
‘Kitchen Innovation Product of the Year 2013’.

Consumers’ Choice

desire for your preparations: hot for drinks, boiling for stocks.
TEMPERATURE GAUGE - Provides a precise temperature read even when the kettle is removed from the
base.
WATER LEVEL GAUGE - Fill and instantly gauge the desired water for heating.
METAL CONSTRUCTION WITH SOFT TOUCH HANDLE - Robust, stable and easy to grip.
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Kitchenware
We continue to go above and beyond by offering a complete line of culinary
essentials, such as cookware, bakeware, non electric kettles and tools &
gadgets. Heavy-gauge stainless steel cookware and essential tools &
gadgets that are a pleasure to hold make KitchenAid® Culinary Tools a
leader in the industry. In your kitchen, these products deliver the same
standards of superior performance, style, and long-lasting durability that
KitchenAid brings to the countertop—and countless new outlets to express
your creativity at the table.
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Professional Hard Anodized Nonstick COOKWARE

Product Range

10-PIECE SET
Includes
20 cm Skillet, 25 cm Skillet
1.5 L Saucepan with lid
2.8 L Saucepan with lid
7.6 L Stockpot with lid
3.3 L Sauté with lid

As one of the easiest and most popular ranges to cook with, the KitchenAid Professional Hard Anodized Cookware is a
kitchen investment worth making. Thanks to the three-layer, nonstick construction, this collection is incredibly durable,
lightweight and heat efficient.

Features & Benefits
3-LAYER NONSTICK INTERIOR - The extra durable interior coating provides labour-saving cleaning and
long-lasting nonstick performance.
STAINLESS STEEL BASE - Suits all cooktop surfaces, including induction.
PROFESSIONAL GRADE 5.5MM HARDENED ALUMINIUM - Provides even and efficient heat distribution.
BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL HANDLES - Riveted for strength and cool to the touch.
DOMED, TEMPERED GLASS LID - Lets you monitor cooking at a glance.
DISHWASHER DURABLE FINISH - For easy cleaning.
Domed tempered
glass lid

OVEN SAFE - Up to 260°C.
PFOA FREE
INDUCTION
ALL
DISHWASHER
COOKING COOKING
SAFE
TYPES
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Riveted
stainless steel
handle
Nonstick exterior

3-Layer nonstick
for easy cleaning

Durable stainless steel
base that stays flat on all
cooktop surfaces
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Tri-Ply Stainless Steel COOKWARE

Product Range

LOW CASSEROLE with Lid

STOCKPOT with Lid

Diameter

24 cm

Diameter

24 cm

Capacity

5.7 L

Capacity

7.6 L

Sauté with Lid

1.5 L Saucepan with Lid

2.8 L Saucepan with Lid

Diameter

24 cm

Diameter

16 cm

Diameter

18 cm

Capacity

3.3 L

Capacity

1.5 L

Capacity

2.8 L

8’’ Skillet
Diameter

With Stainless Steel cookware, you’re assured superior performance and durability in any kitchen. The KitchenAid Tri-Ply
Stainless Steel Cookware offers exceptional features such as three layer design for even heating, is dishwasher safe and
suitable for oven temperatures up to 260°C.

20 cm

10’’ Skillet
Diameter

25 cm

10’’ NONSTICK Skillet
Diameter

Features & Benefits

12’’ Skillet
Diameter

30 cm

12’’ NONSTICK Skillet

25.4 cm

Diameter

30.48 cm

3-LAYER DESIGN PROVIDES EFFICIENT EVEN HEATING - The layers include:
18/10 stainless steel interior (for durability and easy cleaning), aluminium core and a 18/0 stainless steel
exterior (for a stunning mirror finish).
STAINLESS STEEL BASE - Suits all cooktop surfaces, including induction.
ETCHED MEASUREMENT MARKINGS - Makes it easy to measure quantities for soup and sauce recipes.
WELDED STAINLESS STEEL HANDLES - Cool to the touch and make cleaning trouble-free.
DOMED, TEMPERED GLASS LID - Lets you monitor cooking at a glance.

Domed tempered
glass lid

HIGH PERFORMANCE 3.0MM GAUGE - Throughout for even heat distribution from the base to the walls

C B

A

of the pan.
Dupont’s Teflon ® Platinum Plus - On nonstick surfaces.
INDUCTION
ALL
DISHWASHER
COOKING COOKING
SAFE
TYPES
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Welded
18/10
stainless steel
handle

Etched measurement
markings for
measuring quantity

3-Layer Design:
A. 18/10 Stainless Steel
B. Aluminium
C. 18/0 Stainless Steel
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BAKEWARE

Product Range

PIE PAN

ROUND PAN

Diameter
Depth

23 cm
5 cm

CAKE PAN
Width
Length
Depth

To make your baking experience a unique and pleasurable one, KitchenAid offers you a wide range of bakeware designed
in close cooperation with renowned international chefs. From pies to muffins, casseroles to cupcakes, bread to pizza,
KitchenAid bakeware allows the job to be done delightfully. The durable, high performance bakeware metal made of a
professional-weight steel base resists chipping, scratching and staining and is designed to ensure perfect results with
every mixture. The heat-conducting aluminium surface creates the best browning effect of any mixture and is oven safe up
to 230°C.

23 cm
33 cm
5 cm

SMALL COOKIE SHEET
Width
Length

23 cm
33 cm

Diameter
Depth

23 cm
5 cm

SQUARE PAN
Width
Length
Depth

23 cm
23 cm
5 cm

LARGE COOKIE SHEET
Width
Length

33 cm
46 cm

THIN CRUST PIZZA PAN
Diameter
Depth

30 cm
1.5 cm

LOAF PAN
Width
Length
Depth

13 cm
23 cm
8 cm

JELLY ROLL PAN
Width
Length
Depth

25 cm
38 cm
2.5 cm

Features & Benefits
DURABLE PROFESSIONAL WEIGHT ALUMINISED STEEL - Commercial-grade 0.8mm
aluminised steel resists rusting and temperatures up to 230°C while providing even heating for optimal
baking.
ILAG NONSTICK ULTIMATE FINISH - A professional coating for the serious baker providing excellent
abrasion resistance and the PFOA & PTFE free three-coat nonstick system provides long lasting performance and ensure baked goods release easily.
FOLDED DESIGN - Squared corners and reinforced rims enhances strength and resistance to
warping for professional results.
DISHWASHER SAFE - Makes clean up a breeze.
FREEZER AND REFRIGERATOR SAFE
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Industrielack AG, Switzerland
Provides the ULTIMATE non-stick
coating that is PFOA FREE.
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Product Range

6-CAVITY PIE PAN WITH
REMOVABLE BOTTOMS
Width
Length

18.7 cm
27.3 cm

Double Baguette Loaf
Width
Length
Depth

24.1 cm
40.6 cm
6.4 cm

SPRINGFORM PAN
Diameter
Depth

82

23 cm
6.5 cm

MUFFIN PAN 6 CUP
SET OF 2
Width
Length

18 cm
27 cm

Baking Sheet
Width
Length
Depth

27.9 cm
38.1 cm
2.8 cm

Mini Muffin Pan 12 CUP
SET OF 2
Width
Length

18 cm
27 cm

Bundt Pan
Diameter
Depth

23.9 cm
11.2 cm

SNACKING LOAF PAN
Width
Length
Depth

10 cm
30 cm
6 cm
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TOOLS AND GADGETS

Silicone Slotted Spoon

Silicone Ladle

ICE CREAM SCOOP

Scoop dumplings from
a pot of broth while leaving excess
grease or cooking liquid behind

For easy serving of fresh soups,
sauces and more

Enjoy serving ice cream and frozen
desserts to the fullest

Measuring Spoons

Measuring Cups

UTILITY WHISK

Includes
1/4 teaspoon, 1/2 teaspoon,
1 teaspoon and 1 tablespoon

Includes 1/4, 1/3, 1/2
and 1 cup

Blend, whip or beat everything
from sauces to scrambled eggs

Silicone SlottedTURNER

CAN OPENER

Garlic Press

Bottle Opener

Designed to drain excess
liquids from foods, fry & flip with
ease that delicate piece of fish or
crepe

Remove the top off any size
can effortlessly

Crush, pulp or juice your
garlic & shallots in a jiffy

Flips off caps with ease

Exceed your culinary expectations with KitchenAid tools and gadgets. Enables professional results and the reliability
you desire as you create your culinary masterpieces. These kitchen marvels are strong and durable, ergonomically built,
dishwasher safe and the spoons, ladles and spatulas are heat resistant to 290°C.
KitchenAid range of tools and gadgets is made to exacting standards for the most demanding chefs with its elegant design
and stainless steel construction a delight to own and use.
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Silicone Solid Turner

Silicone Pasta Server

Easily flip your morning pancakes
or favorite baked treats

Serve large portions of
pasta; no mess, guaranteed
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Flat Grater

Box Grater

ROLLING PIN
(SILICONE HANDLE)

SILICONE BASTING SPOON

SILICONE SPATULA SCRAPER

SILICONE SPOON SPATULA

Grate your cheese, chocolates
vegetables and more

Easily grate, slice and even store
to store your freshly grated goods

With this nonstick-coated rolling
pin, all you need to use is a light
sprinkling of flour to roll and a
quick wipe-down with a damp
towel to clean up

Used to recover the cooking juices
from meat, fish or other similar
foods to baste them as they cook.
Its shape makes it easy to recover
juice from pans

Perfect tool for mixing, scraping,
and scooping that last bit of batter
out of mixing bowls and food
processors

Helps you to mix, scoop, and
scrape your bowl clean

SALAD SPINNER

MANDOLINE SLICER
(with set of 4 prep bowls)

Pizza Wheel

ROTARY GRATER

FOOD CHOPPER

Peeler

Uses a one-step pump
mechanism to spin away excess
moisture

Helps you achieve consistent cuts
with an adjustable table offering
various slice thicknesses

Slice and serve any pizza
quickly & easily

Comes with 3 stainless steel blades slicing blade to cut hard vegetables
- potatoes and hard cheeses; coarse
blade for grating root vegetables fennel, beets and the fine blade will
make bread crumbs as well as grate
chocolate and hard cheese

Ideal for chopping vegetables,
cheeses, fruits, nuts and chocolate

Peel potatoes and other
vegetables ; also can be used
when curling cheese to top salads
and many other delightful dishes

Cheese Plane

Fixed Blade Peeler

Asian Stainer

Masher

7” Mesh Strainer

Serving Ladle

Plane thin slices of all types of
cheese for snacks or platters

Used to remove the outer skin
or peel of certain vegetables,
often potatoes and carrots, and
fruits such as apples, pears

Perfect for scooping food out of
hot water and oil

Perfect for smooth mashed
potatoes or for mashing other soft
vegetables or fruits

Ideal for straining into bowls, jars,
or into the sink

Used to serve out individual
portions of food
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Silicone Basting Brush

Pastry Brush

SILICONE TIPPED TONGS

Add that extra glaze or egg
wash on your breads and
buns with ease

Baste phyllo dough with butter,
breads with egg wash, ham with
glaze and so on

More barbecue and no
more finger burns; special clip
to adjust the width between the
tongs

Mezzaluna Chopper

5PC. MIXING SET

Chop away your herbs

Includes a set of measuring
cups, measuring spoons, utility
whisk, silicone spatula and a
silicone pastry brush
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PROFESSIONAL SERIES CUTLERY

Features & Benefits
Triple Rivet Handle - The grip is constructed from highly pressurized layers of non-porous material
like fiberglass, making it exceptionally enduring. They are ergonomically engineered — for superior hand
control, comfort and stability for agile performance.
IceTemp Hardened Blade - The molecular structure of each blade is decisively reinforced for uncompromising durability, flexibility and edge-to- edge performance. It means each knife remains razor sharp
longer than other steel. The ice-hardening process also helps make the knives safer by preventing the
blades from breaking.
JewelSteel Rivets - Polished stainless steel rivets adorn the handles, reinforcing and strengthening
each handle’s seamless fit over it. The center rivet is purposely larger, ensuring a secure sturdy hold.
Stainless Steel - High grade German 1.4116 Stainless Steel is a high alloy steel that is stain and corrosion resistant.
Dishwasher Safe - This cutlery range is tested to withstand the toughest dishwasher cycles. However,
for long lasting appearance, hand washing is recommended.

German
1.4116 Steel

Hardness
HRC 55

IceTemp Hardened
German Steel Blade
It is both stain and
corrosion resistant

Triple Rivet Handle
Featuring no-slip grip and
is ergonomically engineered
for superior control

JewelSteel Rivets
(SS304 Material)
Hand Sharpened Blade
With Diamond Stone for the
perfect cutting experience

Product Range
7Pc Knife Set
INCLUDES

Get the edge you need in your kitchen. The KitchenAid® Cutlery has cutting-edge design and German Stainless Steel,
making them the perfect knives for culinary greatness. The KitchenAid Cutlery Collection makes chopping, peeling, fileting, slicing, cutting and sharpening an easy and enjoyable experience. Expertly crafted to be enduring, and ultra sharp —
this cutlery collection has serious chops.
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-

8” Chef
8” Scalloped Bread
5.5” Serrated Utility
3.5” Paring
Shears
Diamond Sharpener
Block
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Product Range - Open Stock

8” Chef Knife

8” Scalloped Bread Knife

8” Slicing Knife

Among the most versatile knives,

For cutting soft, fresh loaves of

Great for carving roasts and

it is great for chopping, mincing,

bread without squashing, also

cutting thin slices of meat and can

slicing vegetables and meat, and

tomatoes and citrus fruits that

also be used to chop, mince and

other uses.

have rind to cut through.

slice vegetables.

7” Santoku Knife

7” Flexible Filet Knife

6” Utility Knife

Inspired from Japan, combines

Razor sharp edge and flexible

Multi-use knife, great for cutting

the features of a cleaver and a

blade specially designed for

sandwiches, slicing smaller meat,

chef’s knife. Ideal for thinly slicing,

filleting and preparing fish or filet

and cutting larger fruits.

mincing and dicing.

meat.

5.5” Serrated Utility Knife

5” Boning Knife

3.5” Paring Knife

Perfect for slicing fruits,

Flexible and definitive for

Handy for smaller precision tasks

vegetables and smaller breads.

separating meat, poultry

like peeling, trimming, and slicing

Great for tomatoes, salami or

or fish from the bone with precise

small fruits and vegetables.

small foods with hard skin.

control.

3” Peeling Knife

Kitchen Shears

Diamond Sharpener*

With a curved profile, especially

Myriad uses from trimming

Sharpens and helps clean away

effective for peeling small fruits

pastry dough and snipping

microscopic metal shavings

and vegetables.

herbs to cutting up pizza and

from the blade, enhancing each

parchment paper.

knife’s performance.

*Not intended for use on serrated knives.
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Classic Forged Cutlery: Triple Rivet

Features & Benefits
German Stainless Steel - The Classic Forged Cutlery range is made of high-grade, high carbon
German 1.4028 Stainless Steel, giving them an exceptional and enduring razor sharp edge with long life
durability.
Dishwasher Safe - This cutlery range is tested to withstand the toughest dishwasher cycles. However,
for long lasting appearance, hand washing is recommended.
Triple Rivet Comfort Handle - Ergonomically engineered with full tang and bolster, the handles
are designed for ultimate comfort and easy handle control. The polished triple steel rivets reinforce and
strengthen each handle’s seamless fit, while also adding a touch ofelegance.

Dishwasher Safe
Durable make to
withstand dishwasher use

German 1.4028
Stainless Steel
Stain and corrosion
resistant, provides razor
sharp edges
and durability

Hand Sharpened Blade
with Diamond Stone
Helps keep blade razor sharp

Forged Blade

Triple Rivet Comfort
Polymer Handle
Ergonomically designed to provide
superior control and comfort, long
life durability. The full tang gives
stability and strength.

Product Range
3Pc Knife Set

INCLUDES
- 8” Chef
- 5.5” Serrated Utility
- 3.5” Paring

Get the edge you need in your kitchen. The KitchenAid® Cutlery has cutting-edge design and German
Stainless Steel, making them the perfect knives for culinary greatness. The KitchenAid Cutlery Collection
makes chopping, peeling, fileting, slicing, cutting and sharpening an easy and enjoyable experience.
Expertly crafted to be enduring, and ultra sharp — this cutlery collection has serious chops.
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Product Range - Open Stock

8” Chef Knife

8” Scalloped Bread Knife

7” Santoku Knife

Among the most versatile knives,

For cutting soft, fresh loaves of

Inspired from Japan, combines

it is great for chopping, mincing,

bread without squashing, also

the features

slicing vegetables and meat, and

tomatoes and citrus fruits that

of a cleaver and a chef’s knife.

other uses.

have rind to cut through.

Ideal for thinly slicing, mincing
and dicing.

6” Chef Knife

6” CLEAVER

5.5” Serrated Utility Knife

Among the most versatile knives,

For chopping and slicing through

Perfect for slicing fruits,

it is great for chopping, mincing,

bones in meat, the stainless steel

vegetables and smaller breads.

slicing vegetables and meat, and

cleaver cuts through for you.

Great for tomatoes, salami or
small foods with hard skin.

other uses.
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3.5” Paring Knife

Kitchen Shears

Handy for smaller precision

Myriad uses from trimming

tasks like peeling, trimming,

pastry dough and snipping

and slicing small fruits and

herbs to cutting up pizza and

vegetables.

parchment paper.
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1.9 L Kettle with Full Stainless Steel Handle and Trim Band Product Range

STOVE TOP KETTLEs

Quickly prepare hot water to serve seasonal drinks, delicious soups, or hot cereals in style using the
KitchenAid 1.9L Stovetop Kettle. A graceful contoured profile lends an ornate touch to an iconic image
of hearth and home.

WHITE

Citrus Sunrise

SUNKISSED LIME

MANDARIN ORANGE

EMPIRE RED

CAMEO BLUE

DOULTON BLUE

PYRITE

ONYX BLACK

1.9 L Kettle with C Handle and Trim Band Product Range

Features & Benefits
POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL
THUMB-PRESS SPOUT - Makes pouring easy, simply pour in a single motion.
REMOVABLE LID - Allows for easy filling and cleaning.

WHITE

Citrus Sunrise

CAMEO BLUE

DOULTON BLUE

PYRITE

ONYX BLACK

VIBRANTLY COLOURED PORCELAIN EXTERIOR - Brings a distinct accent to your kitchen.
ATTRACTIVE TRIM BAND - The stainless steel trim band adds a sharp definition to the already vibrant
exterior.
CLEAR, AUDIBLE WHISTLE - Sings out when the water has boiled.
1.9L CAPACITY

INDUCTION
COOKING
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WARRANTY GUIDELINES
Replacement Warranty - The KitchenAid products are covered by a free replacement/repair

General Warranty – Warranties* from date of purchase will differ as per the product category as

warranty* for a period of THREE MONTHS from the date of purchase.

follows :-

PRODUCT CATEGORY
3.3 Litre Mini Stand Mixer
4.8 Litre Artisan & Artisan Design Tilt Head Stand Mixer
4.8 Litre Bowl Lift Stand Mixer
6.9 Litre Bowl Lift Stand Mixer
Hand Mixer
Artisan Power Plus Blender (Motor Base)
Cordless Hand Blender
Artisan Deluxe Hand Blender
Diamond Blender
Maximum Extraction Juicer

1 YEAR

LIMITED LIFETIME

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Stovetop Kettles
Tools & Gadgets
Cookware
Cutlery
Bakeware

Yes

The purchase of every KitchenAid Product is backed by KitchenAid’s assured standard customer care and
support service infrastructure, which enables your access to prompt effective assistance when you need it.

10 YEARS

Yes

Food Chopper
Food Processor

Product Accessories
Artisan Power Plus Blender Accessories (Blade, Jar, Lid, Sleeve)
Diamond Blender Accessories (Blade, Jar, Lid)
Food Processor Accessories (Blade, Disc, Bowl, Storage Case)
Cordless Hand Blender Accessories (Blade, Arm, Pitcher, Battery, Charger, Storage Case)
Stand Mixer Accessories and Attachments

5 YEARS
Yes
Yes
Yes

Proline Toaster
2 Slot Automatic Toaster
Electric Kettle ( 1.2 Litre and 1.7 Litre)
Proline Electric Kettle 1.5 Litre
Personal Coffee Maker
Siphon Coffee Brewer
Pour Over Coffee Brewer
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2 YEARS

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Note: All Products used for commercial purpose will have a 1 Year Warranty.
Artisan Power Plus Blender used for commercial purpose will have a 3 Year warranty on Motor Base
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Terms & Conditions
- KitchenAid warrants the product to be free from defects in material and workmanship, arising under normal
use for a period of three months from the date of invoice.
- KitchenAid warranty is applicable in India only.
- KitchenAid reserves the right to request proof of purchase (either in the form of warranty card or installation
note or invoice copy, etc.) with date of purchase showing model and serial number before accepting any
liability for warranty claim.
- KitchenAid’s sole obligation under the warranty shall be to repair or replace the defective product with a
working one or a similar model of equivalent value, if the same model is not available, in the occurrence of
any failure or defect covered under the warranty during the warranty period. The warranty is provided only
on device and not on other in-box contents such as batteries, cables, accessories, plastic consumables etc.
- Any product replaced under the warranty shall be subject to the balance of the original warranty period
applicable to the product.

For delicious recipes, visit our blog The Kitchenthusiast
at www.kitchenaid.in

- If KitchenAid determines that the replacement is not covered under the warranty, you will be duly notified.
- KitchenAid will not pay for: Repairs when the product is used in other than normal single family home
(except for the Professional Series) use and/or damage resulting from accident,alteration, misuse or abuse.
- This warranty extends only to original purchaser and is non-transferable.
- This warranty program does not extend to any product not marketed and distributed by Whirlpool of India
Ltd.
- KitchenAid may assign any of its rights and / or obligations, either in whole or in part, to any of its affiliates
or any third party. KitchenAid may also at its discretion enter into any sub contract with any person for the
performance of any part of this warranty or ap point any authorized service provider.
- Warranty will automatically get terminated after the expiry of warranty period specified in this document,
even if the product may not be used for any time during the warranty period for whatsoever reasons.
The warranty shall be void if product or part label / serial number has been removed, damaged, altered, or
obscured. Failure or defects of the product or part has been resulted from or attributable to:

- Any extrinsic cause, accidental damage, improper use, modification, adaptation, neglect, wear and tear,
improper installation and connection external electrical fault leading to hardware/ component failure/ burnt
and any fire accidents, which damage the hardware and the components.
- Operation outside the usage parameters stated in the user documentation.
- Improper physical/ electrical or operating environment.
- Loss or damage in transit.
- Unauthorized correction / alterations made in invoice copy/installation note.
- Default in the payment of full price of the product supplied by KitchenAid or its authorized reseller.
Note: In case of the above mentioned defects, the customer can get the unit repaired from the service
centre on a chargeable basis (subject to availability of spare parts).
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Actual product colours may vary from colours shown in this catalogue.

- Modification, service, maintenance or repair done other than by a KitchenAid representative or KitchenAid
authorized partner.
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